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Matt has been featured on most of the world's most 

popular SEO related blogs and for good reason. As the 

owner of Diggity Marketing, he has 1000's of happy 

customers around the world that are getting amazing 

results time and time again.

Follow Matt on Facebook & Twitter

facebook.com/diggitymarketing

twitter.com/mattdiggityseo
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AN SEO’S GUIDE TO SCALING

AN SEO BUSINESS

INTRODUCTION

First off, thanks for subscribing to my email list. This guide, amongst others, is part of your free 

resource package for joining the cool kids club.

Since you’ve downloaded this specific guide, I’m assuming that you are an established SEO and 

are interested in growing your business.

Whether an affiliate SEO or own a local SEO agency, the goal is the same.  You’d like more earn-

ings, more clients, and more income.

Or perhaps you’re new to the game of SEO and you’re planning ahead - preparing for the future, 

so the path is paved for a smooth transition to the next level.

Either way, I’d like you to know now…

SCALING AN SEO BUSINESS 
PROPOSES A UNIQUE SET OF 
CHALLENGES COMPARED TO 
OTHER INDUSTRIES.

PBN
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INTRODUCTION CONTINUED

SEO techniques change from year to year.  What works today might not work for you tomorrow.  

How will your company stay up to date with the next algorithm change?

Affiliate fads come and go.  Are you going to be able to get your head out of the day-to-day busy 

work, so you can focus on determining the next niches to go after?

Clients require a personal touch.  How are you going to expand your agency if you’re constantly on 

the phone with needy customers?

The answer to all these questions boils down to scaling.  Namely, how well can you hire the right 

people to operate the systems you’ve setup.

It’s about making a machine that can run with our 

without you – a machine that run just as well with 5 

clients or 5000 clients.

I’ve learned a lot in my journey through SEO and have 

made a lot of mistakes as well.  

Instead of subjecting yourself through these same 

trials, enjoy my guide and take my advice to heart.  

I hope these lessons can help you as much as they’ve 

helped me.

To your continued success,

Matt Diggity

YouTube

PBN
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CHAPTER 1
THE PARADIGM SHIFT FROM FREELANCER TO CEO

In the beginning, when you’re learning the ropes and ranking your first website, life is as simple as can 

be. You have one project that you can stay laser-focused on every day until it’s solved

The single question in your head is: How do I get this website ranked?

Since you’re learning, you decide it’s best to take on all the tasks yourself, so you can learn the process 

hands-on.

 

 • You write your own content. 
 • You do your own link building. 
 • Everything is done by you. 

Eventually the work pays off and you finally succeed in making money online.

After that first win, you begin your first attempts at scaling.

You decide that writing content is eating at your soul so you decide to 

outsource it. Then perhaps, you start outsourcing the link building by 

hiring a virtual assistant (VA) to build and manage your PBN.

This frees up a solid 20 hours a week for you to focus on ranking more 

websites. Congratulations, you’ve managed to off load a ton of tedious 

SEO work and you now can manage 10 websites. 

Awesome.

This is the point where I got stuck.

Don’t worry though, this guide is going to show you how I got unstuck 

and how you can systematically scale your business and achieve 25X ROI 

on your investment. 

This is the same process that I used to grow both of my companies 

(Diggity Marketing and LeadSpring) to where they are today. 

Let’s get started.
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CHAPTER 2
SCALING BASICS

The fundamentals to scaling are quite simple.  To have growth, you need to remove yourself from opera-
tional tasks and free yourself to work on the critical tasks of a business owner. 

In my case, I knew I needed to focus on the following 4 things:

 • Niche selection
 • SEO Testing
 • Staff Management
 • Joint Partnerships

For you, it might look something like:

 • Client acquisition
 • Marketing
 • Staff Management

In order to focus on these areas, you need to take on staff not just to handle the small things, but also the 
high level SEO tasks, such as onsite optimization or anchor text selection. 

But it’s not that easy.

Here’s why…

There’s a huge knowledge gap in the SEO industry.  SEO education isn’t standardized. It’s not taught 
(properly) in universities, so there’s a large discrepancy between what the experts and the amateurs know.

So, where can you go to find the the right help? The beginners and VA’s won’t have the competence 
level you’re looking for. 

You needed SEO experts.

But how can you get experts on staff when they’re busy growing their own businesses?

“ Shift your mindset from working inside your 

business to working on your business. ”
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CHAPTER 3
STOP THINKING LIKE A START UP

Like many entrepreneurs of our generation, the Four Hour Workweek was my bible. The chapters about 

automation and outsourcing struck home for me in particular. Leveraging cheap labor in the form of VA’s 

is an extremely effective way to get a new online business off the ground.

But if you’re trying to transition from a start-up into an established business machine, you need to start 

hiring “the best”. And if “the best” cannot be hired, you need to hire all-stars and train them to be the 

best.

Remember, the idea here is to hire people that can do what you do now, so you can move on to higher 

level tasks. 

http://fourhourworkweek.com/
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CHAPTER 4
SUCCESS STORY

My star apprentice is named Jay. Jay comes from Manilla in the Philippines.

I hired Jay in 2015 as an SEO Project Manager, a full time position. 

At the time, Jay knew the basics of SEO jargon (backlinks, PBNs, etc.), 

but had no formal training in SEO.

Today, Jay ranks and manages over 20 profitable websites in various 

niches in multiple countries and in different languages. He can rank 

anything, in any niche, completely by himself. He’s one of the best 

SEO’s I know.

The key to Jay’s success was structuring his training with the primary goal of replacing myself completely. 

I wasn’t looking for someone to handle one-off tasks and busy-work.

What I needed was an apprentice that could do everything that I can do and hopefully surpass me when 

it comes to SEO.

Now, I’ll be straight with you.  Jay is a super smart guy and has an incredible work ethic, which definitely 

contributes to why he’s such an amazing contribution to my company. That said, we’ve been able to 

standardize his training as a repeatable process with our LeadSpring Apprentice Program (LAP).
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CHAPTER 5
THE CRITICAL CONCEPTS FOR TRAINING A VIRTUAL APPRENTICE

Image by Fandom

CONCEPT #1 – ANYTHING YOU DO CAN BE OUTSOURCED

“ People can’t do 

what I can do. It took 

years of learning, 

testing, practicing, 

failing, etc. to get to 

my level. ”

In my consultations, I often hear excuses related to outsourcing 

that go a little something like this: “People can’t do what I can 

do. It took years of learning, testing, practicing, failing, etc. to 

get to my level.”

I invite you to look back to when you first started building an 

online business. You probably knew nothing compared to what 

you know now, yet somehow you still figured it out. 

And you likely did so without a mentor.

Step one involves letting go of your ego and 

understanding that your apprentice can and 

will get the job done, and—considering they 

have you as their mentor—it’s very likely that 

they will do so faster than you and better 

than you.

Now start to take a look at your most compli-

cated tasks and begin to break them down in 

smaller pieces. Figure out how the parts of 

the process can be systematized in order to 

take the human error out of the equation.
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CHAPTER 5
THE CRITICAL CONCEPTS FOR TRAINING A VIRTUAL APPRENTICE

CONCEPT #2 – TRAIN IN PERSON

“ Don’t overlook 

the value of working 

in person with your 

apprentice. ”

Remember, the ultimate goal here is to train someone up to your own level. The most effective way to 

accomplish this is to sit down with them day-after-day until they can do the tasks you want them to do 

without your input.

If you live in the United States and your apprentice is from a country that struggles with obtaining U.S. 

visa easily, go set up shop in Thailand for a couple of weeks. There’s always a workaround.

Not to mention, hanging out with your new apprentice and 

building camaraderie is well beyond the cost of a plane ticket.

I can’t emphasize how important this step is. Don’t overlook 

the value of working in person with your apprentice.

LeadSpring training is based in Chiang Mai, Thailand. 
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CHAPTER 5
THE CRITICAL CONCEPTS FOR TRAINING A VIRTUAL APPRENTICE

CONCEPT #3 - STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES ARE THE KEY

Having an SOP allows you to have a resource, other than yourself, which your staff can refer to in order to 

get answers. In a nutshell, it’s a timesaver.

In addition to that, it creates accountability. There’s never an excuse for doing something improperly 

because the instructions are clearly written down.

Creating a proper SOP is a lot of work, but don’t worry, you won’t be writing it. When your apprentice 

works with you side-by-side, have them take detailed notes and let them know that they’ll be writing an 

SOP for the purpose of training the apprentices that follow them. All processes need to be documented 

clearly, to the point that there is no uncertainty in their execution, and the instructions are simple enough 

that a child could understand them. After the training you review the SOP and sign off on the work.

Putting this task on the apprentice’s plate will accomplish two things:

 • They will pay much more attention to your lessons.

 • They’ll see that the better job they do on the SOP, the easier it will be for them to train the  

                       apprentices that come after them.

If you’re interested in learning more about the power of SOPs, 

read the E-Myth Revisited.

If I could go back in time and give “Little Matt” any book 

related to business, it would be this one.

Creating LAP allowed me to focus on Niche Selection, SEO 

Testing and Joint Partnerships (Leadspring). By focusing on 

these aspects, my SEO abilities have become much more 

consistent. Sites rank faster than ever before and fail rate has 

dropped to zero. As a result my business has grown to levels I 

never thought I could reach.
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CHAPTER 5
THE CRITICAL CONCEPTS FOR TRAINING A VIRTUAL APPRENTICE

CONCEPT #4 - PROPERLY INCENTIVIZE YOUR STAFF

During the course of reading this, I’m sure you’ve thought this

at least once by now, “Dude, you’re giving out all the trade

secrets to your staff. What’s to stop these apprentices from

starting their own projects?”

Nothing. 

In fact, I encourage it. As long as the work is getting done, I have no issues with what is done on my 

apprentice’s own time. When an apprentice is ready to start their own project, I fully support them with 

advice and if resources are needed, we work out a partnership.

It should be clear to your apprentice that by taking them under your wing, you’re giving them an

incredible gift. You’re teaching them a skill that is not taught in schools and it’s very much guarded by 

industry experts. In exchange, it’s completely acceptable to ask for a year contract in order to complete 

the training and get back what you’ve put in.

At LeadSpring, in order to keep retention high and our apprentices enthusiastic an apprentice’s income 

is proportional to what they can deliver. Whenever a website that an apprentice manages makes its first 

dollar, the apprentice gets a raise. There is no limit to their salary.

“ What’s to stop 

your apprentices 

from starting their 

own projects? ” 
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CHAPTER 6
LEVERAGE GROWTH & ACHIEVE 25X ROI WITH FLIPPING

FLIP MODE

“ All Your SEO efforts and results are multiplied by 25 times. ”

Once you’re generating enough profit, you can then start to look into various website marketplaces for 

buying opportunities.  I recommend Empire Flippers and FE International.

Be on the lookout for websites that generate a nice flow of profit, but have room for growth, especially 

around your area of expertise.

 • If you’re strong at onsite SEO, look for sites with huge onsite flaws.

 • If you have a large backlink reservoir, then look for sites that simply need more link juice.

 • If you’re good at conversion rate optimization, look for sites that have poor layouts and call         

                       to actions.

Acquire sites that you can add value to and apply all your skills to them.

The goal here is to improve these assets and them flip (sell) them yourself, at about 6-12 months down 

the road.

The magic behind this approach lies in the multiplier.

Typically, websites sell for an average 25x multiple of monthly profit.

So essentially (you’re going to want write this down):

If you buy a site and increase its monthly profit by $1,000, this is actually worth $25,000.

You can easily see how this starts to add up. 

If you can constantly get an incoming stream of flipping sites, this is where you get (for lack of a better 

word) rich.

 

At a certain point, cash flow generated from your affiliate SEO business will allow you to enter a new tier 

of earnings and will open up new windows of opportunity. 
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CHAPTER 6
LEVERAGE GROWTH & ACHIEVE 25X ROI WITH FLIPPING

PRODUCT SOURCING

Very similar to “Flip Mode”, you would go out and purchase websites that are selling products that you 

can create yourself and replace.

For example, let's imagine that you found an affiliate site ranking for “best eye cream for crow’s feet”. 

The website generates $800 a month from its 8% Amazon commissions. 

You would then go out and create a beauty product to replace the Amazon product. 

 

Perhaps, your eye cream is even positioned as more premium than the Amazon option.  All of a sudden, 

you’re making $10k per month because of the higher priced product and the mere fact that you’re now 

keeping a much higher margin.

I’ve done this a few times before.  From experience, after shipping costs, returns, packaging, etc., you 

can expect to keep about 50% of the sale.

Product sourcing may sound intimidating.  We all have our specialized skillsets and branding, warehous-

ing, and sourcing might not be a part of them.

Fortunately that’s what partnerships are for, and there will always be someone to fill in the gaps.
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CHAPTER 7
VALUE OF PARTNERSHIPS

There are so many aspects to SEO that it’s impossible to 

scale and be successful alone. The best business decision 

I have made was partnering up with others who have 

complementary strengths. This allows the business to 

scale quicker and achieve a higher output.

Take my current partnership for example. My partner is 

really good at click through rate optimization (CRO). I am 

ok with in that area but he is an expert in this category, it 

just made perfect sense to partner with him. 

Beyond CRO, one of the hardest parts of Affiliate SEO is selecting niches. The all important questions we 

all ask are:

 •       Is it going to make money?

 •       Is it rankable?

 •       If rankable what are the resources are involved and how much time is going to take?

To stay focused it’s important to develop an evaluation process for projects. 

My business partner and I have an evaluation process that is a multi-point grading system, where each of 

us rates if the project is viable for us. 

Criteria that he Covers:

 •       How much money will it make?

 •       How long the niche will last?

 •       What is the search volume?

 •       How much can it grow?

I cover criteria such as:

 •       When can we get it ranked?

 •       What’s the presence of black hat in the niche?

 •       What are the ages of the sites?

 •       What are the sizes of the sites?

Essentially, when we meet every week, he’s trying to convince me why we should go into a niche, while 

I’m trying to convince him why we shouldn’t.

If we can come to an agreement, it’s surely going to be a win.

What’s the presence of black hat in the niche?What’s the presence of black hat in the niche?
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CHAPTER 7
VALUE OF PARTNERSHIPS

Lastly, developing partnerships is the only way for you to stay sane.

Imagine that you have a company with just you, and 40 virtual assistants.  That’s a lot of man power and 

I’m sure you’d be able to get a lot done.  

But essentially, you’ll have 40 people reporting to you.  You’re responsible for making sure that 40 people 

have enough to do, and they know how to do it, on time. 

 

It’s a nightmare.

This would be like an army with one general and 40 privates.  It simply wouldn’t function.

Bring partners onto your team, divide up the tasks of the business so your teams become smaller and 

more focused.  Less points of contact means more efficiency and less problems.

This concept of partnering and establishing middle level managers was essentially the biggest repeating 

theme that came up of the 2016 SEO Mastermind event in Chiang Mai.  Almost everyone walked away 

with this planned for their first task to implement.
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BONUS CHAPTER
BEST BUSINESS ADVICE I EVER RECEIVED

Early on when I first started SEO, I made it a priority to seek out a mentor.  By leveraging a mentor’s 

experience, you’re learning curve is significantly shortened as you’re able make quick advancements 

while avoiding disastrous pitfalls.

I’m going to share with you the best piece of SEO advice I’ve ever received from my mentor.  If you’re 

involved in affiliate SEO or lead generation, you need to stop whatever else you’re doing and read this 

very carefully.

What do most people do when they finally rank a profitable site to #1?  Most of the time they move onto 

a new niche.  Huge mistake.

When you’ve found a successful niche, deploy 5-10 sites and dominate Page 1.

Reasons to deploy 5-10 sites

 • Traffic - The #1 spot in the SERPs accounts for less than a third of the overall traffic. When  

  you combine slots 2-5, they actually get more traffic than the number one spot.  Why settle  

  for just 31.24% when you can have 67.6%?  You’ve already proven that the website makes  

  you money, now it’s time to double it.

 • Insurance - Finding a good niche isn’t an easy task.  Finding a great niche is downright rare.   

  So when you’re found a niche that makes you ${5|10|50|100}k per month, protect your   

  income stream by creating fallback sites.

 • Testing - A key turning point for me in SEO is when I started doing my own testing.  Until  

  then I had no choice but to believe what all the gurus (i.e.: marketers) say is working and  

  not-working in SEO.

Deploying Sites

For the first two sites in a profitable niche, I recommend going with the technique that you definitely 

know works.  For the rest, step outside the box and increase your knowledge base.
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BONUS CHAPTER
BEST BUSINESS ADVICE I EVER RECEIVED

Platforms

It’s not just about ranking normal self-hosted websites.  Here’s a list of platforms that I’m currently using 

to dominate page 1.  You can use these sites as a social fortress around your money site, send PBN links 

to them, and they have a solid chance of ranking themselves.

 • Facebook (easiest to rank)
 • Twitter
 • Youtube (Still works with spam)
 • Parasites
 • Pinterest Boards

Ranking Techniques

There’s 100 different ways to rank sites.  Try playing around with the following…

1. URLs: EMD vs PMD vs Branded

2. Whitehat SEO/Content Marketing

3. Building Authority

 i. Wikipedia Links

 ii. Building a Social Fortress

 iii. Stacking DA Trust Tiers

4. Backlinking Strategies

 i. Anchor Text Ratios: aggressive vs conservative

 ii. Pillowing with: PBNs vs Press Releases vs Blog Comments

5. 301 Redirects

6. Onsite SEO

 i. Small mini-sites vs large authority sites

 ii. Satisfying the freshness algorithm

  -  Frequent updates vs spaced-out updates

  - Updating existing pages

  - Adding new pages

 iii. Keyword density

 iv. Schema

7. Fabricated social signals vs real social signals

8. PPC Traffic?
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BONUS CHAPTER
BEST BUSINESS ADVICE I EVER RECEIVED

Conversion Rate Optimization

I’m a big fan of CRO and maximizing the value of your ranking properties.

1. SEO Title Tags – Branded vs Clickbait.

2. Meta descriptions – Try clickbait descriptions that cut off where you want them to.  Example: “We  

 provide honest reviews on the top 5 skin creams available in today’s market.  Find out if you   

 qualify for a free…”.  The user will read this and think “Free what?  I have to know!”

3. Different themes

4. Heatmap Testing – I’m a huge fan of the free WP plugin: Heatmaps

5. Call-to-Actions (CTA) – Try Optimizely. You won’t regret it.

If there’s only one thing that you’ll learn from me, I hope it’s this topic.  Dominating page 1 and diversify-

ing your income stream is hands-down the best advice I’ve ever received and I’m happy to be passing it 

off to you.
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NOW AVAILABLE
SEO BUSINESS CONSULTING

Now offered: SEO Consulting <- click to learn more

If you’d like to work with me one-on-one to grow your SEO business, I am now offering SEO business 

consulting.  I’ve already had the pleasure of working with dozen of existing individuals and agencies and 

have been more than partially involved in their success stories.   

Over the last four months I have been concerned that I have not 
been getting the results that my customers deserve. Coming 
across Matt and the good services that he offers, has been a genu-
ine find and a pleasure.

In money terms, my own ROI is about 10x of what I am paying.

This week, my customer my estimated that the increase in his 
business is going to be about 6x of what he is currently paying me. 
Which is a great result and obviously, I am a very happy chap.

Ian Pritchard

UK

Joseph Elshazly

NY

I only started learning how to do SEO about 7 months ago. I own a 
roofing company in New York and I wanted to do the SEO myself, 
but I didn’t know where to start. Matt started helping me and I 
instantly fell in love with marketing and started to make more sites.

Matt helped me to bring 3 different sites to Page 1 in just 3 
months!

I bought a call tracking system and started renting these sites out 
to local businesses for a huge profit.

I recently registed a SEO business. I signed a 3 year lease on a 
1000 sq ft office last week and I’m currently managing about 15 
local business’ websites.
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NOW AVAILABLE
SEO BUSINESS CONSULTING

Now offered: SEO Consulting <- click to learn more

Like everyone else in SEO, I’m drowning in information. The 
problem is: learning and testing takes more time than I have 
available. I need an expert to check new ideas with and figure 
out what are the next moves to make.

My partner and I ran into a real wall with our business and 
decided to give Matt a chance to push ahead with our work.

Looking back a few months later, it was the smartest business 
decision we’ve ever made.

In a few short consulting sessions, he had us streamlined to do 
the most essential work and showed us strategies that we would 
have never had access to. Our efficiency is way up and profits are 
booming.

Give him a chance and your investment will be paid ten times 
over.

I had an hour consultation with Matt regarding one of my client’s 

site that was somehow stuck on the top of page 2 for more than 

a month. He gave me precise instructions on how to fix it, which I 

implemented after our discussion. Guess what?? After 10 days, 

my client’s site jumped to no.5!! If you have any questions about 

SEO, Matt is your go to guy. He is friendly and will give you ton 

of value!!!

Thanks Matt, you are a legend!!

William W.

Australia

Nasim Bahbahani

Canada
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